
Connecting Osiris
Topic 
Religion of Ancient Egypt

Objective 
Students will identify Ancient Egypt as the origin of the idea that moral worth was the key to
eternal life.

Materials
• an overhead projector and transparency sheet

• the accompanying picture of Osiris (page 34)

• sealable (those with a zipper are preferable) plastic bags—one per student team

Preparation
1. Make an overhead transparency of Osiris.

2. Make copies of Osiris equal to the number of student teams within the class.

3. Cut each copy of Osiris into approximately 20–24 irregularly shaped pieces.  (Each may
be cut separately, or several copies may be cut together to expedite the process.)

4. Place pieces for each copy into separate plastic bags.

Procedure
1. Ask the students if they understand the concept of immortality or eternal life.  Allow

some discussion of their ideas of eternity.

2. Pass out the Osiris puzzle bags to each team.

3. Instruct students that they will unlock the “key” to the Ancient Egyptians’ view of
immortality as they work the puzzle in front of them.  Project the image of Osiris on the
overhead.

Allow student teams time to complete their respective puzzles.
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Connecting Osiris Picture
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